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Data loss, data validation, rain gauge calibration, and the sparsity of rain gauges can all result in misunderstanding of the actual rainfall during extreme rainfall events. Data loss can occur due to ALERT data packet collisions or marginal data paths. Data can be lost to tight validation parameters, as they can be false positives due to loose data validation parameters. Errors can also be introduced by calibrating rain gauges for a rainfall rate that varies from the rainfall rates during extreme rainfall events. All of these pose some problems when trying to interpret the rainfall. Packet loss can occur from collisions, marginal data paths, while those issues combined with data validation at the base station can increase the misunderstanding of the actual rainfall.

There is another tool in your belt for understanding rainfall in real-time. It is Gauge Adjusted Radar Rainfall. We will walk you through the September, 2013 storm event in Colorado and how real-time Gauge Adjusted Radar Rainfall would have helped with the understanding of the rainfall during the event. We will highlight the strengths and limitations of the gauges, the telemetry, and gauge adjusted radar rainfall during this specific extreme rainfall event.
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